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CHAPTER I 
AN INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 
The curriculum of the ,industrial arts department is one 
f 
of the greatest sources for introducing, livelihoods and hobbies 
to the future citizens of any country or generatione This 
gives the student the chance to explore many different fields 
·or interest and may influence a way of earning a living er 
merely serve as an introduction to a hobbye 
The teaching of photography in industrial arts as one of 
.the graphic arts is very benificial in that it involves the 
knowledg~ of several fields of education to completely process 
film to produce a pietureo 
The use of photography in teaching safety in the shop may 
be very important in the prevention of accidents. With a num-
ber of tools available in the shop a course in photography may 
be taught at a minimum. of expensee 
Purpose .Qf. .:tlul.Study:. This part~cular subject was select-
ed because the amount of interest it will arouse in .studentse 
Photography has become so popular in recen\. years that the 
home darkroom is becoming a necessity. 
This study has been made to be used as a guide and a ref-
erence for developing and printing of pictures by the amateuro 
It is not intended to be an encyclopedia of photographic in-
formation. 
1 
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Research Technique Used. The information obtained for this 
study was through the historical technique of research. The 
library has a large number of books available that may be used, 
but no attempt will be made here to name each book. The names 
of the books used in this study will be listed in the selected 
bibliography. There are many manufacturers of photographic 
supplies that have literature available; much of which is free 
for the asking. 
Scope of Study. Chapter two is divided into two parts, 
giving a brief history of industrial arts, and of photography. 
Chapter three gives the complete photographic process in the 
making of a picture. Chapter four is a suggested course out-
line to be used as an aid to the instructoro Chapter five 
gives the conclusions and recommendations for further study 
relative to this study. 
Definitions of Terms. In the search for information , re-
gardless of the subject, there will be a need for explanation 
of termso To clarify a vocabulary for industrial arts and 
photography, it is necessary for the following terms to be 
defined. 
Manual Training. Manual training is a systematic study 
of tools, processes, and materials to enable those who 
have no career in mind to discover their inborn capaci-
ties. (1, p. 13) 
Industrial Arts. The industrial arts are those occupa-
tions by which changes are made in the forms of materials 
to increase their values for human usage. (1, Po 38) 
Industrial Education. A generic term including all educa-
tional activities concerned with modern industry, its 
raw materials, products, machines, personnel, and pro-
blems. It, therefore, includes both industrial arts, the 
general ~ducation forerunner of our introduction to voca-
tional industrial education and the latter also. (6, p. 7) 
Photography. The art of obtaining the representation of 
objects by the . agency of light upon sensitive substances. 
(18, p. 458) 
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Acid Fixing Bath. The use of a sulphite and a free acid 
in the fixing bath for negatives to remove the yellow tint. 
(18, p. 5) 
Bromide Paper. Paper coated with an emulsion of silver 
bromide in gelatine with or without other silver haloids, 
and intended for ob!aining prints by development either by 
contact printing or enlarging with daylight or artificial 
light. (18, p. 77) 
Emulsion. Photographically, .a mechanical mixture of any 
sensitive salt of silver in extremely minute divisioni 
held in suspension in any viscous vehicle, such as ge a-
tine or collodion .. The emulsion may be either for the 
production of negatives 1 transparencies, positives, slides, 
for development or printing out papers. (18, p. 217) 
Filter. A filter is a screen. 
ed light rays to enter a lens. 
It permits only the desir-
(16, p .. 220) 
Daguerreotype .. An early process for obtaining a camera 
picture; invented by a man named Daguerre. (18, p. 169) 
Development. Development is the production of a visible 
image from an invisible impression. (18, p. 177) 
Collodion. The vehicle used in wet-plate processes for 
holding the haloid salts necessary for the formation of 
the sensitive film. (18, p. 130) 
Halation. A blurring of the image and an encroachment of 
the high lights upon the surrounding shadows or darker 
protions .. It is caused by the reflection from the back 
of the plate. (18, p. 338) 
!IYP.Q. .. An abbreviation for Sodium Hyposulphite, used to 
harden the image .. (18, p. 348) 
Image .. In optics a simulation of an object--real when it 
can actually be received on a screen, as a camera image; 
virtual when the eye sees it as in the prolongation of 
bent rays entering the eye. (18, p. 350) 
Intensification .. The increasing of the deposit or the 
printing density of a negative. (18, p. 303) 
Printing. This term is applied to any method by means of 
which a positive is obtained from a negative, so that a 
picture is obtained in which to some extent at least the 
gradations of light and shade are represented as seen in 
natureo (18, p .. 501) 
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Printing Frame. The specially made frame--generally of 
wood--for holding the photographic negative while the print 
is being made. (18, p. 505) 
Lens. An optical term given to discs of glass bounded gen-
erally by two spherical surfaces, or by a plane and a spher-
ical surface. :(18, p. 390) 
Safe-Lights. Colored screens or glasses for the dark-room 
light. (18, p. 527) 
Focal Plane. This is the position at the back of the cam--
era usually occupied by the focussing screen and then by 
the plate or film. It is the plane on which the image made 
by the lens is brought to the sharpest focus. (18, p. 299) 
Screw Mount. Term applied to lenses or filters which screw 
into camera and lens, respectively. (16, p. 388) 
Bayonet Mount. A device used on some cameras to facilitate 
the exchange of lenses. Lens has prongs fitting into the 
camerat and a lever locks them in place from within. (16, 
P• 380J 
Cartridge Film. A roll of sensitized film wound on a metal 
spool, the roll being encased in a metal easing for protec-
tion against light and dampness. (16, p. 381) 
Detail. In pictorial photography, detail includes every-
thing which does not contribute to the motif of the photo-
graphy. (16, p. 382) 
Under-Exposure. When the duration of exposures of the 
sensitive surface is not sufficiently prolonged to impress 
the detail of the object on the sensitive surface. (18, 
P• 607) 
To properly teach photography in industrial arts the teacher 
should have, as a minimum, a fair trade or technical background. 
The history of any subject to be taught is very important to 
the instructor. The following chapter is a brief history of 
industrial arts, and of photography; giving some of the leaders 
responsible for the development of each. 
CHAPTER II 
A BRIEF ~ISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
To understand fully any subject it is well to know the 
~ . 
background of that subject. It is the writer's intentio:r:i, 
in this chapter, to present some of the leaders in both 
industrial arts and photography. Some of·, the outstanding 
dates and periods of time will also be reviewed to show the 
I 
progress these two subjects ha-Ve made in civilization. 
PART A 
,, 
· .History of Industrial Arts 
i 
I :- . . : 
Because of the lack of written records there is mueh 
.. " 
speculation as to the earlie~t forms of indus.trial eduQation. 
;rt is known that industrial education is as old :as the human 
race. The first use of industrial education was to obtain 
. ' . I ' . ' I 
food, clothing, and shelter. Today, the.same items are the 1 '' ' ' ''. ' .. 
chief intere~t to civilization, but the methods of obtaining 
them are much n:l'.o~e refined •. 
<'( 
I 
Unconscious Imi!tation. The savage :was d!riven by hunger 
l-
to seek ·:rood' and by the' bold or heat to devise clothing' and 
I' ', ·"i . ~ ' 
a shelter for himself and his family. Skill·of hand in the 
', ·, 1 
making and -qsing o:f weapons became more valuable than mere 
physi,cal force in the prc;,tec:tion of 'the family and 1ri qbtaining 
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foodo This type of education was merely unconscious imitation 
through the social life of the family, tribe or group.: (2, 
p. 11-12) 
Conscious Imitation. When man gained the power to control 
fire he passed into another stage of civilization; from sav-
agery to barbarism •. With the use of fire the barbaric type 
of people were able to make tools and engage in crafts of 
their choice. The process of imitation became conscious, but 
still there was no formal system of instruction. 
Apprenticeship. There is good reason to link the discus-
sion or early forms of imitation or the savage to that of 
apprenticeship. In reality modern industrial education can 
be traced to its ancient ancestor. Apprenticeship training 
dates back to the ancient civilizations in Babylon, and more 
recent references to it are found in writings of the Greeks. 
The term apprenticeship is commonly associated with a contract, 
either written or implied, for service to be rendered. This 
service ·takes the form of instruction on the part of the mas-
ter and learning through working on the part of the learner. 
"Apprenticeship is not limited .to trade.and industrial pur-
suits. It is much broader than that in its scope; it includes 
all sorts of vocations and the professions as well." (15, 
P• 2) 
The Guilds. The craft guilds establis~ed apprenticeship 
education during the Dark Ages when otherfforms of education 
we.re almost non-existent and eventually developed a new point 
of view toward everything included in the word "learning•!. 
The guilds of the Middle Ages were fraternities, societies, 
7 
or companies organized for several purposes. The guilds of 
the Middle Ages are considered the forerunner of the modern-
day unions. The craftsmen in this age established guilds of 
their owno The guilds promoted quality in work, and poor 
workmanship was not toleratedo Persons who persisted in it 
were excluded from the craft guilds. "The guilds rendered 
important service to their members in that they provided the 
only education that was abailable during a time when learning 
in its various form was at a low ebbott (15, p. 6) 
There were times in Europe as well as in America, when 
apprenticeship was unjust. It was very undesirable when the 
apprentice was treated like a slave. On the other hand appren-
ticeship training served exceedingly well the educational re-
quirements during several centuries of political, religious 
and social unresto With the guilds becoming overregulated 
over the centuries, and with so many controls over the appren-
tice, there came a movement which was known as the industrial 
revolution~ 
The Industrial Revolution. The beginning of the period 
of the industrial revolution in England is usually placed at 
about the year 1750. Shortly after that time a series of 
important inventions and discoveries were made which revolu-
tionized industry. This period coincides roughly with the 
decline of the old guild type of apprenticeship. The indus-
trial revolution came later in America than in England. The 
year 1812 saw manufacturing getting well started in the United 
States, but it was not until after the civil war that indus-
try really boomed. 
The Manual Labor Movement. The manual labor movement in 
the United States was organized by Joseph Neef and Will~am 
Maclure in 18200 This movement was a plan to introduce man-
ual instruction into the schools on the basis that pupils 
would work, under school supervision, for about half of the 
day, and would receive academic instruetion during a part of 
the remaining time. (15, po 16) 
There was much discussion in those days not only as to 
whether or not manual instruction should be taught in the 
schools, but the whole matter of public support for high 
schools was an unsettled question. 
~ Morrill A.£1• The Morrill Acts were passed in 1862 
establishing the Land Grant Colleges of the United States .. 
The whole idea behind this act was to train individuals in 
one school or in one kind of work and let it carry over to 
all other fields. Specific trades were not taught, but in-
stead, general training was emphasize~. In those days there 
was no differentiation in vocational training of secondary 
schools and that of college engineering and research worko 
8 
In the latter years of the nineteenth century, manual train-
ing developed, in response to the ideas held by educators of 
that period, that general industrial education was desired as 
a part of the public school curriculums .. 
The Russian System. The Russian system of trade and in-
dustrial education became the Imperial Technical School in 
1868., This system of education was introduced to America in 
1876 in Philadelphia .. This system of education provided a 
pattern for what eventually became manual training in America .. 
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The Sloyd System .. This system was introduced in America 
at approximately the same time as the Russian system. The 
Sloyd system was developed by Saloman through using wood carv-
ing to introduce the training in the use of tools. Out of 
these two systems there came a new term which was known as 
manual training .. 
Manual Trainingo Calvin Milton Woodard was responsible 
for the introduction of in.struction in handicrafts into the 
secondary schools as a part of the general education program 
for all boysc Under his leadership the first manual training 
school in the United States was organized and erected in st. 
Louis, June 6, 1879 .. During the first half of the 1880 1 s 
Woodard and other leaders contributed to the establishment of 
manual training schools in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Philadelphia, and Toledo .. , In all but Baltimore, the schools 
were established by private means and equipped by wealthy 
businessmen. 
Manual training had many objectives. In general these 
centered around the ideas of providing manipulative exper-
iences for their beneficial effect upon a curriculum that was 
almost exclusively book work. Among the desirable influences 
that manual training has exerted upon comtemporary educational 
practice are: 
lo It has helped to introduce interest into the 
curriculum by emphasizing life problems .. It 
has helped to change our schools from "learn-
ing" schools to "life" schoolso 
2 .. Greater opportunity, than formerly existed, 
was given to creative thought on the part of 
the pupils, thus stimulating the development 
of originality and initiative in learners .. 
3. Greater freedom of thought, of expression, of 
school discipline and of attitude of pupils to 
teacher resulted from the new venture in educa-
tion. Both teachers and pupils were made more 
free from old traditional bonds of restraint 
that governed classroom procedure. 
4. Manual training provided some exploratory, 
self-discovery opportunities for pupils. It 
gave them some, though often but a limited, 
appreciation of how men labored in various 
great industrial enterprises. (15, p. 33) 
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Out of the early forms of manual training there has grad-
ually evolved an enlarged and enriched subject known as manual 
arts. 
Manual Arts. Manual arts and manual training are closely 
related. Manual arts eame into use to express emphasis on the 
art side of manual training. The purpose here was to provide 
more creative art work rather than mere physical labor in shop 
work. Out of all of this there came still another ·term; that 
of !'Industrial .Arts". 
Industrial Arts. In 1904, Charles Russell Richards advo-
cated the changing of the name manual arts to the term indus-
trial arts. He was very successful in getting people to use 
the term, industrial arts. Industrial arts was considered a 
representative of industry in a student's life. This was the 
greatest change yet, because of the changing of physical skill 
to that of the machine age. With the use of machines in the 
shops there was a direct relationship between the school and 
industry. Industrial arts was a great social leveler. Here 
youth of all social groups met in interesting and instructive 
envird.nment. 
History of industrial arts cannot be fully expressed with-
·. out mentioning some of the educational people who have, through 
11 
their educational philosophies, done much to further the pro-
gress of industrial arts in the U:p.ited States. A brief state-
ment will be presented of the contributions of some ·or these 
.leaders in education. 
Frederick Gordon. Bonser. Fr_ederick Bonser was born in 
' 
1875, in central Illinois •. Bon.ser was never a teacher in 
industrial education,_ :nei;tlj.er ,did_ he have any d.irect connec-
tions with the field but he is considered one of the. great 
leaders in industrial arts. This may be attributed to the 
. ' 
fact that he wa.::l of great influence to other leaders through 
his superior intelligence. 
Ira·samuel Griffith. Griffith was born in 1874 in Kansas. 
Unlike previous named leaders, Griffith took an active part in 
teaching all. phases of industrial arts~-_. _He was -V.!:rY active in 
the writing of textbooks. It ·was his belief ·that _the training 
acquired in schools determined the success of the student when 
he entered industry. 
In the book, Leaders in Industrial Education, William T. 
Bawden has this to say about Griffith: 
One of ·the signi'ficant projects engaging his 
attention was a study of methods and procedures for 
giving_to senior high school boys some practical in-
sight into the management and leadership problems 
of the men occu,pying the minor executive positions 
in industry. (1, p. 68) ·· · · 
This fairly well summarized what Griffith was trying to 
do with industrial arts in regard to preparation for industry. 
John Daniel. Runkle.. John Runkle was born in New York dn 
18220 During a two year tour of Europe, Runkle became inter-
ested in industrial arts through studying the Russian exhibits. 
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Out of this he drew up what he called a philosophy of educa-
tion, in which a series of resolutions were derived; 
1.. The single· aim of public education should be the 
physical, mental, and moral training of the young, 
by all suitable means a:q.d agencies; and no study . 
or discipline which is not·adapted to these ends 
for all pupils shou.ld be introduced into . the pub-
lic schools and supported at the public expense. 
2. While.· the training of the mental fa cul ties must 
always be the first and distinct aim of all educa-
tion,. still this training is most effective when 
all.· the sensevs are most fully brought into play 
as factors in the general process. 
3o We believe that hand instruction, no matter of 
what kind, if adapted to the age of the pupil and 
properly conducted, can be made disciplinary, and 
a valuable adjunct to the purely literary studies. 
4. We believe that hand study, requiring not more 
on the average that one hour per q.ay1 can be 
fntroduced into the public schools w1 thout im;.. 
pairing the educational Value of the studies now 
taught, and with no abridgment of the time now 
devoted to them which will not come through bet-
ter methods of teaching, or on. other grounds. ·· 
5. We believe that a workshop, as part of the appa-
ratus of a public school, is as desirable as a 
science laboratory is to the technical school or 
college., 
6., It is the deliberate opinion of this association 
that the time has come when handwork should be 
taught to the proper extent in all public schools, 
both because of its educational value, and because 
the social and industrial conditions have so changed 
as to make such teaching necessary. (1, P• 75) 
This series of resolutions were drawn up by Runkle for 
presentation to the annual convention of the American Insti-
tute of Instruction in 1884. 
William Elmer Roberts., William E. Roberts was born in 
Massachusetts in 1866. Roberts is credited with the develop-
ment of industrial arts in the junior high school. Through 
. If. . ~· . 
his work in industrial arts came ·a:n understanding of the 
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organizat'ion and administration of the junior high schoolo 
Ferdinand Theodore Struck. · F. Theodore Struck was: born in 
Germany in 1886. Struck's·greatest contribution to industrial 
education was t~ropgh the preparation of teachers. He'is re-
sponsible in large part to the in-service training courses 
., 
for trade and industrial teachers. 
Objectives .Q! Industrial Arts Education .. One of the 
strongest criticisms directed against the industrial arts is 
the lack of agreement as to acceptable objectives of the in-
dustrial arts programo Each ,subject taught in a public school 
must have its own set of objectives. Th.e following list is 
that of Gordon Oo Wilbur: 
lo To explore industry and American industrial cii1iliza-
tion in terms of its organization, raw materials, 
processes and operations, products and occupations. 
2o To develop recreational and vocational activities in 
the area of constructive work. 
3., To in.crease an appreciation for good craftsmanship and 
design, both in the products of modern industry·· and in 
artifacts from the material culture of the past. 
4. To increase consumer knowledges to a point where· stu-
dents can select, buy, use, and maintain the products 
of industry intelligently. · · 
5., To provide information about and insofar as possible, 
experiences, in the basic processes. of main industries,· 
in order that students may be more competent to choose 
a future vocation. 
6 o To encourage _creative expression in t.e.:rms of industrial 
materials., 
7., To develop desirable social relationships, such as co-
operation, tolerance, leadership and followership, and 
tact., 
80 To develop a certain amount of skill in a number of 
basic industrial prpcesses. (19, p. 42) 
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Almost anw aim may be made an objective. To state ob jec-
tives will not complete the task. There must be a definite 
I 
I I 
and functi onal :means of realizing the objectives if the place 
j 
of an industr i al arts program is to be justified in the educa-
1 
tional setup. All objectives should be imbedded and organized 
into the course of study and they must b.e used. 
It has been the purpose in the foregoing pages to give a 
brief history of industrial arts, how it was organized, some 
of the leaders, and the objectives of industri,al arts. In 
the next part of chapter two will be a brief history of photo-
. I 
graphy, the men responsible for the development of it, and some 
of the most significant dates. 
PART B 
A Brief History£! Photograp~y 
Photography is probably the most universal type of communi-
cation in the world today. Everyone likes to look at pictures, 
aitd they understand them. ;rt is often said, "It would take a 
thousand words to say what one picture will tell". Photography, 
compared with the age of civilization, is· a fairly recent dis-
coveryo 
The Camera Obscura. The term "camera obscura" simply 
means, a dark box. It is a gadget consisting of a light-tight 
box with a mirror, a . ground-glass or par:chkent screen, and a 
pinhole 'or lens. It was used by artists many years before the 
camera was invented. '!'.he inventor of the camera obscura is 
I 
unknown. The principle of the camera was prbbaply noted th~u-
sands of year s ago. For centuries no one did anything about 
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' capturing the image, and many failed before it was actually 
done. 
The. Lens., The firs·t lens was used in 1568. Daniella 
Barba:ro, a· Venetian ·ncibleman, used a convex spectacle iens to 
,,: \ ' 
form 'an image. The lens firs't use was to project a scene on' 
a wall, ,then sketch it by hand. . F'or a couple of centuries, a 
number of men tried to .. fix the image but no one succeeded un-
til the ni;neteenth century. 
Joseph Nicephore Niepce. 'Niepce is·believed to be the 
first man to preserve an image., No authenticated example.of 
his camera work remains today, but his letters and eyewitness 
accounts leave no doubt that, between i816 and 1829, ~e·fix-
ing of the image was a success. During the tim·e ._that Niepce 
was experimenting with the ca.mer~, another Fre:f?.~hman was also 
working along the same channels. The other man was named·, . 
' ' 
I,.ouis Jacques Mande _D.ag~erre. The two men communicated with 
·each oth:er for years before finally becoming partners in 1829. 
The two men worked together on an experiment with silver'plates 
·' 
coated with silver salts, until the death of Niepee in 1833. 
It was the attempt of the two men ·to speed up the developing 
process, because up until this·time the pictti.;res made by 
Niepce needed about a sever-hour exposure. This is ~he logi-
cal reason why no picture eye~ appeared of Niepce. 
\.--.. . I 
,,.i 
Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre. Daguerre, who was a painte~ 
by trade,. continued the experiments after the death of Niepce.., 
While working with iodized silver plates Daguerre accidentally 
. i 
discovered that fumes of mercµry from an Qpen container in his. 
cupboard had developed the invisible image of exposures he had 
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taken the day beforeo In 1837, Daguerre made a deta:i,led·pic-
ture of a corner of his studio using a modification of Niepce•s 
invention which he considered sufficiently his own to name the 
picture' the.· daguerreotype • 
. , Daguerreotype. The· daguerreotype was made on a sheet of 
., 5 
copper that had a sensitized substance coating it. .The sheet 
was expo·~ed to light with the aid of -the camera· obscura then 
developed with fumes of mercury. . This type of pho_togra,phy has 
no negative in which to reproduce the posi ti Ve.: The daguer-
reoty~~ is the positive itself. 
,• 
'.Ihe Negative, William Henry Fox Talbot is credited with 
,., 
·-
the perfection ot"the first _negative. Up until this time all 
pictures were positives. In 1839·, Talbot found .. a way of print-
ing pictures ·on white p~per coated with silver chlorid,~. With 
this discovery, it was possible to rapl'IOdUce as many pictures 
as desire.d" 
. . 
The Alchemistso The alchemists began a search in the six-
-
teen th century. ·for ways of converting base metals to. gold' and 
for an elixir of life to make men immortal. They found neither, 
but did discover silver nitrate which ~arkened in the sun •. 
From this -discovery derived the photographic film and paper 
of today. The alchemists also learn~d to.make better lens for 
cameras. 
Sir John Herschelo Herschel was. a British astronomer, _who 
discovered in 18l9 that hypo was a solvent of silver salts. ) .-· 
\ .. 
He also made the.first silver chloride printing paper and in-
troduced the words, photography and photograph. (16, p. ?) 
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~ Collodion. Collodion is made by dissolving gun.cotton 
. i" 
in alcohol and.ether. It :was first base film used on glass 
.. I., .. "'t· . . , .. , ~ 
plates. It adhered =well to gla·ss, and could· be sensitized.-
,. i . • .. • • ' • ·-
. . 
The wet collodion plates were first used in 1851 ~Y F:r~derick 
sc·ott Archer. Potassium and iodine were added to the collo-
. . . 
dion and then dipped in a solution of silv-er nitrate. _ The 
plates had to be e~posed immediately after.being coated, and 
developed within a few minutes after exposure. With this pro;;. 
. . . . 
cess, the photographer had to carry a chemistry set around 
with him. The inconvenience of this type of plate, for ph~to-
graphy, brought about the need for a dry plate. 
~ •,. 
' --
~ Dry_Plate. Dr. :a. L. Maddox, of L?n~on, first pro-
duced the dry plate in 187l"by substituting gelatin for collo-
dion. Charles Bennet· further improved the dry plate by _cook-
ing the gelatin emulsion and thereby increasing the sensitivity. 
The year of 1878 marked. the end of the wet plate. The dry 
plate was used extensively, and was marketed by George Eastman 
i,n 1880. 
RQ.U.· Film. The first 1roll_film was marketed by Eastman, 
but· it was not of the transparent type.- Eastman's film was 
. . 
a paper -film coated with a layer of soluble gelatin(wpich 
' -. 
was in turn coated with the emulsion. _ The emulsion wa.s later 
stripped from the paper base for use as a negative. Hannibal 
Goodwin,' an American clergyman, was the first to patent,. in 
' "" 
1887, the invention of the modern transparent roll film. 
Below is a list of significant dates in the evolution of -
photochemist:ry. 
Date 
1568 
1721 
1816~1829 
1819 
1839 
1839 
1841 
1851 
1871 
1873 
1878 
1880 
1887 
1902 
1904 
1935 
1939-1940 
1940 
1957 
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The Evolution or Photochemistry 
Inventor 
.; Dap.iella Barbaro 
Johann Schulze 
Joseph Niepce 
John Herschel 
Louis Dagµ~rre 
William -Talbot 
Joseph Petzval 
Frederick Archer 
R. L. Maddox 
H. w. Vogel 
Charles Bennet 
G·~orge Eastman 
Hannibal Goodwin 
Faul Rudolph 
' 
E. Konig 
Leopold Godowsky 
Hawley Cartwright 
. ··• j Pouglas Wimiek· 
Andrew Azan 
. . 
Achievement 
The first le~s wa,s used. 
i .. 
The us.e of :!-ight sensitive 
materials • 1 
. ~ixing of' the· image. 
Hypo'was discovered. 
l , I ' , 
The beginning of' photography. 
The in~ention ~f the first 
neg~tf~!e. 
The first fast protrait 1ens. 
The wet collodion plate. 
The first gry plate. 
. I . . 
Orthoehromatic color film_. 
Cooked the dry plate to in-
crt•se sensitivity. 
i 
The marketing or dry plates."' 
Therfirst transparent film. 
The most popular lens e11er 
to be made. _'(Zeiss T~sser) 
i 
Panchromatic film 
l{od a chrome 
.A.· system for coating lens • 
Three dimensional photography. 
New light sources for printing. 
The logical explanation to the slowness tn the development 
. . : . ' . 
of photography may be attributed ·to the· 1·aok of' communication. 
L !' 
·, 
The followers in France:.,_did not know what was goi.ng on in ? . 
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England and visa versa. Had the men of the different nations 
been able to communicate with one.another, no doubt the devel-
opment of photograph? would have come about much sooner. 
This has been a brief history in the development of photo-
, 
graphy. Some of the men responsible for it and some ot the 
significant dates have been mentioned. In the following chap-
ter a discussion of the photographic process will be given. 
The eycle that the film goes through before it becomes a 
picture will be discussed. T.he following chapter may be used 
as a guide in processing of film through the chemistry\of 
! 
photographyo 
CHAPTER III 
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS 
The use of pictures are better than words in conveying a 
concept, because they do it in less time, more accurately, 
and more vividly. Pictures are a universal language because 
they are understood by all people of all time. The purpose 
of this chapter is to present the photographic procedure in 
making a picture. 
PART A 
~ Mechanics of Photography 
The most important phase in photography is the mechanics 
of photography. The photographer must know how the camera 
works and how: to process the fi.lm. to insure the making of a. 
good picture. Before the photographer attempts to take a 
picture, the essentials involved in making a picture must be 
learned o 
The Essentials in Making A Picture. There are several 
things that may be controlled when photographing any subject. 
The first thing is the camera and how to use,it. Each camera 
is built for a specific purpose. Knowing the size and type 
of film the camera will accommodate is very important in mak-
ing a picture. For all pictures there must be light. The 
making o.f any picture depends up0n the amount of light to 
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which the film is exposed., Regardless of the type of picture 
to be taken there must be a subject. The subject image will 
be recorded on the film thru- the medium of the camera .. 
The Camerao The principle of the camera is very simplE.? 
and operates in much the same way as does the human eye. The 
iris of the eye governs the amount of light that enters the 
eye as the diaphragm governs the amount of light that enters 
the camera., The lens of the eye is directly behind the iris 
and focuses the image back to the light-sensitive retinao The 
lens of a camera does the same in focusing the image back to 
the light-sensitive filmo 
The camera is composed of six essentials which makes pic-
ture taking possible; (1) a dark box, (2) a lens, (3) a shut-
ter, (4) the film, (5) the diaphragm and (6) a Viewfinder .. 
lo A dark box--The dark box is a light proof box that 
permits light to enter at a chosen time., The box is built 
to specifications by the manufacturer. 
2., Lenses--Though a simple convex lens will form an 
image~ it has so many optical faults that it is not of much 
use in photographye The type of lens used in the cheapest 
cameras are made of special glass and ground according to a 
special formula. The basic types of lenses in use today are: 
meniscus, achromatic, rectilinear, anastigmat, apochromat and 
special lenses known as the wide-angle and the telephoto lenso 
(16, p .. 50) 
3o, Shutter--The photographic shutter is nothing more than 
a mechanical light choppero It is used to let light reach the 
emulsion of the film for only a small and controlled fraction 
of timeo There are three types of shutters by construction; 
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(a) the rotary, (b) the between-the-lens, and (c) the focal-
planeo 
(a)., The rotary shutter which is the simplest, consists 
of a hinged disk with a curved slot pivoted in front of the 
camera which by means of a spring-wired trigger release is 
made to cut across the supporting aperture plateo 
(b)o The between-the-lens shutter is built around the 
lens and contains the diaphragm as well as the shuttero This 
type of shutter consists of from three to five blades which 
are opened and closed at the centero These blades are con-
trolled either by an air brake, as in the compound shutter, 
or by a meshed chain of gears. 
(c) The focal-plane shutter is fitted to the camera near 
the focal plane of the lens. This type of shutter consists of 
a durable, light-tight curtain with five rectangular openings 
or slits, only one of which moves across the film in making 
the exposure., 
4., Film: The film is the light sensitive material placed 
in the camera upon which a record:Lng of light takes placeo 
The size and type of camera determines the size of the filmo 
Film is made for different purposes in picture taking and it 
should be used for its specific purposeo Film may be bought 
in five forms; roll, cartridge, pack, bulk, and cut or sheet 
film., 
5o Diaphragm: The diaphragm controls the amount of 
light that enters the cam.era, The diaphragm on the cheaper 
camera is fixed so that the aperture opening stays the same., 
With an adjustable diaphragm a better picture may be taken, 
because the amount of light may be controlledo 
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6, The Viewfinder: No matter how good the camera may be 
in other ways, if it is difficult to see the picture in the 
viewfinder, the camera is inefficient. Make certain that the 
picture that is seen in the viewfinder is the same picture 
that is recorded on the negative. 
With a working knowledge of the essentials of the camera 
in mind the types of cameras should be discussed. The choice 
of camera will depend upon what one can afford to pay, and 
the type of pictures to be taken. The following will give 
a brief description as to types and characteristics of cameraso 
PART B 
Types .Qf Cameras 
No one camera will suit all purposes. The universal type 
of camera has not been made. The important thing to remember 
about cameras, regardless of the make, is that it is in proper 
working order and is operated correctly. Cameras differ chief-
ly in size and shutter speed. Otherwise cameras all work alike. 
Get the best lens possible, and do not worry about the style 
of the camera box. 
The Simple Box Camera. The box camera is designed to use 
roll film and is the least expensive of all cameras. There 
are no adjustments to be made, which makes it simple to oper-
ateo This type of camera has a fixed lens, and a fixed shutter 
speed. With a fixed shutter speed the exposure to light will 
always be the same whether the subject is light or darko The 
lens in the older box cameras is usually set at f/16, and the 
shutter at 1/25 of a second. The newer types of box camera 
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has the lens set at f/11 and the shutter speed at 1/50 of a 
second. With a fixed lens everything beyond a given distance, 
usually six feet, is in focus. 
~ Folding Camera. The true folding camera is a master-
piece of camera design. It combines the speed and compactness 
of a miniature camera with the versatility and smoothness of 
a box camera. The folding camera is but little more than a 
box camera that folds up. It uses roll film, and has a varie-· 
ty of interchangeable lenses. 
The Reflex Camera. There are two types of reflex cameras 
by construction; the single, and the double or twin lens. 
With this type of camera one may see the picture just as it 
will appear on the negative. Th.is camera may be held at eye 
level, waist level, or turned upside down over the head. The 
film used is square so there is no need to turn the cam.era 
around to adjust to the shape of the picture. 
The Miniature Camera. The miniature, or 35 mm camera is 
the most popular of all cameras. It is easy to carry, may be 
used swiftly, gives larger range in focusing, and will take up 
to 36 exposures before reloading. This camera has a wide 
variety in interchangeable lenses. The negative produced by 
this camera is one inch times one and one-half inches in size. 
This film size presents disadvantages in making enlargements 
because of the grain in the film. 
The View Camerae The View camera is perfect for studio 
and tripod useo It is ideal for portraits, still life, tex-
ture, detail, landscapes, architecture, and interiorso In 
any type of photography, where action is not a factor, there 
is no better camera than a view camera. 
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The Press Camera. The press camera is a rugged folding 
camera with the speed and compactness of a miniature camera. 
The press camera is used mostly for sports, street scenes, 
and portraits. The press camera is fairly expensive to operate 
because of the film size. It will make a sharp picture and 
it can be used as a hand camera in almost any field of photo-
graphy either in color or black and white. 
~ Polaroid Camera. The big feature in the polaroid cam-
era is its ability to produce a picture in one minute after 
the shutter has been snapped. The i"ncreased speed in the film 
is the big factor in the success of the polaroid camera. 
The Movie Camera. Motion picture cameras differ from 
still cameras in that they usually do not have more than one 
shutter speed. This is generally fixed by'the design of the 
camera in the following manner: The camera advances the film 
at a fixed rate(of~r.'speed, usually 16 pictures per second. 
This speed is for silent cameras, but sound cameras advances 
at the rate of speed of 24 pictures per second. While this 
movement is taking place, the camera shutter, a revolving 
disc or barrel behind the lens, is closed to prevent blurring 
of the image. The open portion of shutters vary in size in 
different cameras, depending on what part of the time is 
necessary to complete the film pull-down. Movie cameras have 
been so simplified that the average person may operate them. 
PART C 
Accessories 
Anything that is used to make a picture more desirable 
may be classified as an accessory. There are hundreds of 
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accessories that are available, but the amount of money to be 
spent on them will govern what is bought .. The accessory bought 
should be made by the same manufacturer as that of the camera 
being used. 
Lenses. There are many types of lenses that may be used 
with the cameras that have interchangeable lenso If a camera 
has a fixed lens, then the photographer will be limited to 
the effort of one lens. The interchangeable lens is a big 
factor in the popularity of 35 mm cameraso The two most pop-
ular lens, other than what the camera comes equipped with, 
are the wide angle, and the telephoto lens. The normal focal 
length of a lens is the diagonal of the negative that is being 
used .. Anything shorter than normal focal length is a wide 
angle lens. The opposite applies to the telephoto lens .. Each 
lens has its advantages and disadvantages. They have been 
designed for a specific purpose, and to use them for some-
thing other than this purpose is not practical. The wide 
angle lens, increases the field of view, increases the depth 
of field, but it will also tend to produce distortion in the 
picture .. The telephoto lens, decreases the field of view, 
decreases the depth of field, but it tends to produce round-
ness in subjects. 
Flash Attachmentso Flash photography today is practi-
cally a necessity. Without it, it is impossible to make cer-
tain kind of action shots. Also it is often the only way to 
get natural, unposed pictures .. Flash photography is ideal 
for photographing children and animals, whose unpredictable 
activity makes the problem of shooting them with ordinary 
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photoflood lamps very difficulto Flashbulbs are used in out-
door photography to fill in shadows even in direct sunlighto 
The Tripodo The tripod is used simply to steady the cam-
era for shooting at shutter speeds slower than 1/25 of a sec-
ondo It can also be used for shooting a series of pictures 
without changing the position of the camerao The tripod has 
two adjustments, vertical and horizontalo The tripod is built 
with telescoping legs which makes it very portableo 
Cable Release. The cable release resembles the speed-
ometer cable on an automobileo It is a cable within a cable 
to permit taking pictures at speeds slower than 1/25 of a 
secondo The cable release is extremely useful in taking por-
trait pictureso 
Filterso The most important thing to remember about a 
filter is that it is a screeno It is a colored, piece of glass, 
cellophane or some similar material that may be fitted over 
the lens of the camerao The purpose of the filter is to per-
mit only the desired light rays to enter the cameral The 
filter adds absolutely nothing to the picture. Aaron Sussman, 
in The Photographer's Handbook gives a simple chart regarding 
filters and their complementary colorso 
Red is complementary to Green-Blue-
Orange is complementary to Blue-Indigo 
Yellow is complementary to Indigo-Violet 
Green is complementary to Violet-Orange 
Blue is complementary to Yellow-Red (16, Po 221) 
Light Meterso Some cameras have an exposure meter built 
into the camerao This meter simply measures the intensity of 
lighto With each exposure meter there should be a chart which 
will give proper settings for the camerao Light meters are 
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built separately for cameras that do not come equipped with 
oneo The light meter is extremely helpful in making good pic-
tures. The risk of over-exposure or underexposure to the film 
is removed. 
After becoming acquainted with the available accessories 
that may be used to supplement the taking of a·picture, the 
next step that may be taken is the developing of the filmo 
The following material may be used to process the filmo 
PART D 
~ Chemistry of Photography 
Many people who have become enthusiastic amateur photo-
graphers are anxious to extend their hobby to the part of 
photographic work which is often the most fascinating; that 
of developing the film and printing their own pictureso This 
phase of photography is easily-mastered and adds greatly to 
photographic ability and the fun of taking pictures. To do 
creditable work in photography, the knowledge of film compo-
sition is very important. 
E1lm. Graininesso Graininess appears more when a picture 
is enlarged than when it is of ordinary sizeo A picture taken 
with fast film will not show too much grain until it is en-
larged and then it becomes porous or hazy. For this reason 
it is better to use a slower film when a picture is to be 
enlarged three or four times its contact size. 
E1Jm, Contrasto Contrast is the degree between tones on 
the brightness scale. Contrast is greatly dependent upon the 
way a film is prepared and therefore, film should be purchased 
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with its particular use in mind .. It is known that "ordinary" 
or blue sensitive film is manufactured to give great contrast; 
therefore, if map work, diagrams or drawings are to be copied, 
this type of film would be the best. lower contrast is desir-
able in portraits and, therefore, and orthochromatic or pan-
chromatic film should be used. 
Film Speed. Speed of the film is determined by the re-
action time. The selection of a film in regards to speed 
depends upon the pictures that are to be taken and under what 
conditions they are taken. If the picture is to be taken of 
fast-moving objects such as automobiles or sports scenes it 
will be necessary to use a fast film. Fast film is also need-
ed on dark, cloudy days because of the absence of light. 
Characteristics .Qf :Ei1.m• The body of the film is usually 
of two types of material; acetate or nitrate. The body or 
base of the film is a flexible support which has been coated 
with a thin layer of gelatin and silver salt. This thin coat-
ing is called the emulsion. During the short interval that the 
shutter is open a definite invisible change takes place wherever 
light reaches the sensitive coating of the film., To make this 
change visible, the film is placed in a developing solution 
which develops or brings out the photographic image by forming 
a dark deposit of metallic silver wherever the emulsion has 
been exposed to the light. There are many types of film on 
the market which will fit whatever purpose may be desired., 
There are different speeds of film designed for specific pur-
poses. The speed of the film must agree with the lighting con-
ditions and exposure time. 
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Preparing Film f.Q!, Development. After a roll of film has 
been exposed it is ready for developmento A totally dark room 
is essential when loading the film. Load the film on to some 
holding device which will not let the film touch itself while 
it is being developed. After placing the film in the develop-
ing tank the light may be turned on :'without damaging the film .. 
The film is now ready for the developer to-be added. 
Film Developers. All developers have similar properties 
that control the development processo These properties are~ 
lo the reducer or hydroquinone 
2. the accelerator or sodium carbonate 
3. the retarder or potassium bromide 
4. the keeper or sodium sulfite 
There are several developers that are already made up in 
powder or liquid form that may be bought. The powders should 
be dissolved, in distilled water, filtered rain water, or in 
boiled and filtered tap water. Add enough water to make all 
the powder dissolve into a fairly thin solutiono 
Below is a list of firms that produce developers which may 
be bought in either liquid or powder form. 
Eastman's 
Ansco's 
Edwal's 
Harvey's 
F-R I s 
Eastman's 
Eastman's 
Tetnal 1 s 
May & Baker's 
Edwal 1 s 
Ansco 0 s 
Clayton's 
Ilford 8 s 
D-76 (powder) 
17 (powder) and Normadol (liquid)* 
12 and 20 (powder or liquid) 
Panthermic 777 (powder or liquid)* 
X-33 (powder or liquid)* and 
X-22** 
Microdol (powder or liquid)* 
Versatol (concentrated liquid)* 
Neofin (concentrated liquid)*,** 
Promicrol (powder)* 
Minicol (powder or liquid)* 
Finex-L (liquid)* 
P-60 (liquid)* 
Microphen (powder)* 
* These developers are available in prepared form onlye 
Manufacturers have not made formulas known to publico 
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** For new thin-layer e~ulsions such as KB-14, KB-17, Pana-
tomic x, Isopan F, FF. (16, p. 251) 
The three reasons for using developers are: 
lo Softening and swelling of the gelatin so that the 
solution can get at the exposed crystals of silver 
bromide. 
2. The dissociation of silver and bromide. 
3. The exposed silver bromide crystals are transformed 
into tangles of extruded silver, commonly called 
the developed grainso 
~. Hypo is the name given to the chemical sodium thio-
sulphate. Hypo is used to harden and fix the image on both 
the negative and the positive. 
Washing~ £llm• The·film should be washed after it is 
placed in the developing tank to get rid of air bubbles. This 
also prevents streaks in the film. The washing will cause the 
developer to flow more freely over the film. It is also washed 
after using the developer to stop the action of the developer. 
The third washing comes after the use of the hypoo After this 
final washing of the negative it is ready for drying. 
Drying~ £l1.m. The drying of the negative may be either 
natural or forced. Hang the negative by a clip by one end 
with a weight on the other end to hold it straight. If a dry-
ing cabinet is not available, a corner or closet may be used 
to keep the negative away from dust. The ideal method of dry-
ing is with a special drying cabinet which is dust free. 
Printing. To make a positive from a negative, one must 
use paper that has been specially sensitized so that it will 
react to lighto The process by which this positive is made is 
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called printingo Positive prints are made from the film nega-
tive so that highlights of the subject will appear white, 
which will be opposite as that of the negative .. Paper which 
has been given a sensitive coating somewhat slower than that 
used for films, is placed over the negative and then exposed 
to light for a few seconds .. Wherever light passes through the 
more transparent parts of the negative and reaches the paper 
a change takes place in the sensitive coating, while the den-
ser parts of the negative allow comparatively less light to 
reach and effect the photographic paper., There are two types 
of printing, contact, and projections 
Contact Printingo With the use of contact printing, the 
positive will be the same size as the film negative .. The most 
satisfactory contact printing method is by the use of a print-
ing box6 This is an oblong box made of wood or metal .. Inside 
the box are one or more bulbs, usually 40 to $0 watts each, as 
well as a small ruby bulb. The hinged cover is connected with 
a switch so that when the cover is pressed down, the exposing 
lamps are turned on and the ruby lamp is turned off, when the 
cover is raised, the reverse happens. Contact printing is the 
only method to use if one desires the ultimate in sharpness 
of detail .. 
Projection Printing .. Projection printing is the most 
universal of the two types. If the print is to be made larger 
or smaller than the size of the original negative, projection 
printing must be usedo The printing paper does not come into 
contact with the negative in projection printing., With the 
aid of a light bulb and a couple of lenses it is possible to 
enlarge a negative to any desired sizeo The light shines 
through the lens, through the negative and focuses on the 
printing paper thus forming an image. After the image has 
been projected to the printing paper for a few seconds the 
light is turned off, and the print is developedo 
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Projection Controls One of the important advantages of 
projection printing lies in the fact that much may be done to 
improve the final picture by the use of any of the several 
treatments popularly referred to as "projection control"o 
Not only can special effects be obtained, but negative defects 
can be minimized and composition of the picture often improvedo 
Croppingo Perhaps the most common and useful method of 
projection control is that of "cropping" or eliminating unnec-
essary parts of the pictureo The important part of the picture, 
with the view of the subject adjusted for alignment of verti-
cal and horizontal lines and for the most pleasing composition, 
may be "blown-up•• to the size of the final print" Some nega-
tives have several picture possibilities which may be cropped 
and enlarged separately to give separate pictureso 
Diffusiono Still other methods of projection control are 
availableo If the print is to be a portrait or a pictorial 
scene where critical sharpness is not desirable, some method 
of diffusion may be used in making the enlargement to provide 
a pleasing softness of definition in the printo Special dif-
fusion discs made of glass which fit on the enlarger lens may 
be boughte Satisfactory results can often be produced with a 
circle of crinkled cellophane or a piece of etched plastico 
Printing Papers. There are two types of photographic 
papers used for making printso These types are: printing-out, 
and developing-out papers. The printing-out paper is so call-
ed because the image appears when it is printed out in the sun 
and its progress can be seen by lifting up a corner of the 
print as it rests in one of the split-back printing frames 
especially made for this purpose. 
Developing-.Qfil Papers. There are thre!3 types c:,f __ ~71?el9p-
ing-out papers. These are; Chloride, bromide and chlorobro-
mide. Choloride papers are coated with a silver chloride 
emulsion and are used mostly for making contact prints. Bro-
mide papers are fast and are used mostly for making enlarge-
ments. They are about one hundred times as fast as chloride 
papers. ehlorobromide papers are coated with an emulsion that 
combines the chloride and bromide salts of silver_, and are 
medium fast and can be used either in contact printing or 
.. ~-
enlarging. All of these papers are available in two weights, 
single and double weights. 
Printing Chemicals. The printing chemicals like the 
development chemicals for negatives are basically the same. 
They each contain; the reducer, the_ticcelerator, the :t>49_tard!=3r 
and the keeper .. Below is one of many formula~ that are E1Vail-
able. This formula may be diluted, l __ part s~?c~_ ~011:1-t;?n 
with 2 parts water., Normal developing time is one to one and 
one-half minutes at 68°F. 
Eastman D-72 Universal Developer (16, p. 295) 
Metric 
Water (about 125°F o) 500 
Elon (metol) 3.1 
Sodium Sulphite, dry 45 
Hydroquione ·12 
Sodium Carbonate, dry 67~5 
Potassium bromide 1.9 
Water to make 1000 
cc. 
grams 
grams 
grams 
grams 
grams 
cc 
Avoirdupois 
16 
45 1t 
175 
2i 
27 
32 
ounces 
grains 
ounces 
grains 
ounce!s 
grains 
ounces 
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Stop Bath. After completing the development, an agent is 
needed to stop the chemical action of the developer. This 
agent is made up of l} ounces (~8 cc.) of 28 per cent acetic 
acid (made by diluting 3 parts of glacial acetic in 8 parts 
water) in 32 ounces (lOOO:cc.) of water. (16, p. 296) 
Hypo~ To fix the prints so they will not stain, blister, 
or mar and yet will last; t1) use an acid fixing bath, (2) use 
a fresh bath for each new batch of pictures, (3) avoid a bath 
which has had dyes in it, and (4) add a hardening solution to 
it. The following is an acid bath that may be mixed by anyone. 
Acid Hardenin,g Fixing Bath (F-1) 
Water, hot 
Hypo 
Water to make 
Metric 
500 CCe 
240 grams 
1000 cc. 
Avoirdupois 
16 ounces 
8 ounces 
32 ounces 
Dissolve completely! then add 2 ounces (64 cc.) 
Liquid Hardener. ( 6, p. 297) Kodak 
Washing Prints. The prints may be washed in any one of 
seve,ral ways; (1) by placing them in a tray of water and then 
constantly turning them over and changing the water at least 
a dozen times at five minute intervals, (2) by using two trays 
of water and taking them from one and putting them in the other 
while the water is being changed, (3) by keeping them moving 
in a tray in which a stream of water is running, and (4) by 
washing them for the same length of time in an automatic wash-
er. Temperature should be kept fairly constant during the 
washingo 
Drying Prints. After the prints have been washed, lay 
them with the picture-side up on a clean blotter, and then 
remove the excess water by pressing another sheet of blotting 
paper down on themo After removing the excess water lay the 
prints on a cheesecloth stretcher with the picture-side downo 
There are several types of electric or gas dryers on the mar-
·, 
ket which are very good if it is possible to buy themo 
With the chemicals, papers and any other material needed 
to process the negative in mind it would now be the proper 
time to discuss the developing and printing areaso The cor-
rect use of the darkroom is very important if one expects to 
produce a picture of good quality. 
PART E. 
Developing~ Printing Areas 
The developing and printing is by far the most exciting 
phase of photography., Having a suitable layout of the film 
room and printing room is very helpful. It is very important 
to have these areas comfortable. The arrangement of the sup-
plies and equipment which are to be used should be in an 
orderly fashion. This is the area in:which the photographer 
will find out whether he has succeeded or failed. · This is 
the unveiling of the masterpiece and the end to suspenseo 
The Film Room. The only furniture needed in the film room 
is a shelf on which to load the film onto the developing spoolo 
The shelf should be waist high to facilitate the handling of 
the film in total darknesso A pair of scissors should be tied 
to the shelf to keep from misplacing them. The scissors are 
used to cut the film from the holder or from the protective 
piece of safepaper. The film room should have a small fan to 
circulate the air. The space required, for this room, need 
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not be very large. If there is doubt as to how dark the film 
r oom should be this test may be used. Place a sheet of white 
paper in the room, and if after looking at it for five minutes, 
it can not be seen, the room is dark enough to load the film 
onto the developing spool. 
Printing Room. Regardless of the size of the printing 
r oom , there are two things it must have, these are; electri-
ci ty and running water. The electricity is used in position-
ing of safelights over the enlargers and one over the sink. 
Another important article that uses electricity is the clock 
with a sweeping second hand. The most important article in 
the printing room is the enlarger, which uses electricity o 
Having running water in the printing room is a muste The need 
for water in processing the film is very important. A large 
sink is preferable because of the space needed in arranging 
the developing trays, the stop bath and the hypo. By placing 
these items in a sink, a drain will be furnished in case of a 
spilling accident. It is recommended that the hands be kept 
clean and dry while handling photographic papers in the print-
ing room o When the printing room is not in use, a white light 
may be turned on which should be located on the ceiling and 
with a switch so located that it cannot be turned on accident -
ally. 
Ventilation. Ventilating methods depend on the size of 
the room to be ventilated, the equipment available and the 
length of time that the room is in use. Larger installations, 
are best ventilated by means of a central blower system, con-
ne cting ducts to the various roomso In doing photographic 
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work the ventilating system should be of the positive pressure 
type, with the blower forcing fresh air into the room, rather 
than the exhaust type that forces the air out. 
Materials, Equipment and Supplies. The amount of mater-
ials, equipment and supplies will be determined by what is 
available and to the amount of work that is going to be done. 
The thing to remember in handling any chemicals, is that the 
container must not be attacked by the solution, and that the 
container will not change the composition of the solution. 
The foregoing pages have been written to guide the photo-
grapher through the processing of film. This has been an 
attempt to give reason for doing certain things to film which 
will help to make a good picture. With a general knowledge 
of the mechanics, and chemistry of photography, it is now time 
for the application of the many processes. This will be dis-
cussed in the following chapter by the presentation of a sug-
gested teaching outline. This outline will be presented in 
the form of teacher guide sheets. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUGGESTED TEACHING OUTLINE 
This chapter is compos'ed of tel:l,ching guide sheets which 
I 
' 
are to be used as an aid to the instructor in teaching photo-
graphy. The g~ide sheets begin 'With the history of photogra-
phy and progress through the different processes used to make 
a picture<) These sheets may be used separately from the rest 
of the study if desired. 
['he Guide Sheets. The instructor guide sheets which fol-
low ~re ~eveloped in units of two successive pages each. The 
. 
several different topics to be discussed in the course are 
designated on the beginning page under the heading of 11Job' or 
Subjectn. The remaining parts of the guide<sheetcconta:t:ns ::the 
following ne~dings. 
Objectives. Under this heading should be presented the 
aims and objectives for discussing a particular subject. 
I .. Introduction Q!. Preparation. This does not refer to 
what the instructor may do in preparing his own notes and-ma-
terials for a discussion but what he says or do,es to prepare 
the class to pe in readiness and eager to receive his instruc-
tion. 
' II.. Pre'sentation. In this division are listed the notes 
from which the instructor will discuss and demonstrate the sub-
ject and notes on teaching techniques, aids and devices used._ 
I 
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III. Application. Here a notation is made to be used as a 
guide to giving practic,a_l applicatidn of the subject. studied. 
This is an aid to class partici,pation. 
I 
IV. Test .QI. Check-up. This phase of the guide sheet may 
I 
.be ·used as a test or for counseling the student. Each sheet 
contains four questions that may be given as an aid to review-
ing the subject taught. 
I 
Tools and Materials. · Under tools and materials there will 
be reference to tools needed with each les$on to be taught. 
There is nothing listed that wo1,1ld be hard to obtain either by 
the 1n$tructor or the student. The tools and materials are the 
necessities of any progr·am of plio,tography. Almost every home 
has a camera of some kind which 'may be used. It is advisable 
to start with a camera with simple mechanics to acquaint the 
I ' 
student with the wor~ing parts of it. 
Ref,erence Books. With every guide sheet there is a sug-
1 I I 
gested book to be used as ,reference. The book used in most 
part, wh~ch · could a°lso be used as a ~extbook, is 1l1fill Photo-
, . 
. I grapher's Handbook, by Aaron s:ussman. In this book there is 
; ' 
I 
a listing of pi1cture collections which may be used to help 
.I 
the student start a collection, or to be use~ as compari~ons. 
I Assignments f The final i tern on the guid,e sheet is that of 
assignment. Each sheet has the assignment of the next lesson 
i 
to be studied. The source of information and the topic to be 
I 
discussed are mentioned to help prepare the students for the 
following lessons. 
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subjeet: History of Photography 
Objectives: To become acquainted with the beginning of photo-
graphy. 
I. Introduction or preparation: How did photography start? 
Who were the men responsible for its start? 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
le What is photography? 1. A light-tight 
A. Photography is a means of · 
recording forever t~e things 
one sees for a moment. 
box with a mirror, 
and lenso 
B. Photography is a recording with 2. 
light .. 
Daguerreotype 
picture. 
2. Camera obscura was the forerunner 
of the modern day camera. What 
did it do? 
3. Joseph Nicephore Niepce was the 
first man to fix an image., 
4. Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre work-
ed with Niepce to speed up the 
process. Niepce died in 1833, 
leaving Daguerre to experiment 
alone., Daguerre used mercury to 
speed up development in 1838. 
5. William Henry Fox Talbot in 1839 
perfected a way of printing pic-
tures on white paper coated with 
silver chloride. 
6. Sir John Herschel introduced to 
the world the words photograph 
and photography. 
7. Edwin H .. Land introduced in 191+7 
the first polaroid camera. 
3. Di_scuss the his-
tory of photo-
graphy. 
Illa Application: Compare daguerreotype pictures with the 
pictures of todayo 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
lo What is photography1 
2o Who was the first man to fix an image? 
3. When did photography get its start? 
4. Who is credited with starting photography? 
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Tools and Materials: Samples of daguerreotype pictures, and 
modern day pictures. 
Reference: History of Photography, Eder, Josef Maria 
The History of Photography, Newhall, Beaumont 
Assignment: Read chapter 3 in The Photographer's Handbook, 
by Aaron Sussman. 
INSTRUCTOR 18 GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: The lens and its function 
Objectives: To become familiar with lenses and their use. 
I. Introduction or preparation: What is a lens? .. Will any 
piece of glass suffice as a lens? 
JI. Pre$entation: 
Teaching Outline Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
lo The most perfect lens is the eye. 1. 
2. The first lens"was used in 1568 
by Daniella Barbaro. 2. 
A. The first lens was a spectacle. 
B. The lens was convex. 
3 o Basic types. of lens used today; 3. 
A. Meniscus-one piece of glass. 
B.. Achromatic-single lens ma.de up ,-
or two or more pieces of 4. 
glass~-
c. Rectilinear-two achromatic 
lens. . 
D. Ana·stigmat-two or more lens 
cemented ·together. 
E. Wide-a:t,lgle-broader angle of 
views / . 
F. Telephoto-distant objects 
seem nearer. 
,-1 r 
Focal length of a lens is the dis-
tance between the lens and the · 
film plane • . r . 
A. Focal length is determined-by 
the manufacturer. 
5. Focus of a lens; 
A. Let rays of the sun pass 
through·lens·.and fall on a 
~heet of cardboards 
B. Move the cardboard nearer or 
farther away to m~~e imag~ . 
sharp then measure distance. 
-~. 
r 
Have samples of 
ordinary glaSSe 
I 
Spectacle lens may 
be used to explain 
grindipg formulas. 
i/ariefty of c·amera 
lenses~ 
I I 
T'.each s~ud~nts to 
focus the image 
by using a ·1.ens • 
6. Lens coating is done to decrease 
reflection losses. 
7. Care of lens; 
A. Always keep lens covered when 
it is not in useo 
B. Never take it apart to clean it 
yourself. 
c. Do not expose the.lens to the 
sun for long periods of time. 
D. Avoid keeping it in damp or 
warm places. 
E. Do not subject'it to extreme 
changes in temperature: 
F. Do not put fingers on its sur-
face. 
Ge Do not drop or jar it. 
H. Never use solvents to clean it. 
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III. Application: Use the lens to focus the rays of sunlight 
on a cardboard to get correct distance to make the image 
sharp. 
Determine whether a lens is concave or convex. 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
1. When was first lens used? 
2. How is focal length determined? 
3. Why are lens coated? 
4. Give five ways for care of the lens? 
Tools and Materials: A collection of lenses that may be 
handled. 
Reference: ~ Photographer's Handbook, Aaron Sussman •• 
Assignment: Chapter four in The Photographer's Handbook, on 
the subject of "f" stops. 
INSTRUCTOR 1· S GUIDE SHEET ,, , .. 
Job or Subject: F stops and their uses. 
Obj ecti v:e:$_: To learn how to set f stops to get proper exposure. 
I. Introduction -6r presentati.on: What is an -f stop? Why 
is the f stop so important? Do all cameras have f stops? 
II., Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
lo .An f stop is simply a device to 
limit the amount of light that 
enters the camera. 
2 •.. There are three types of stops; 
, A. The _fixed stop-a hole smaller 
,than the lens 1 aperturei punch-
ed out of a pi,ce of back 
metal. · · 
B~ The sliding stop-a thin strip 
of black metal;whic\1 slid;es 1 in grooves, across.the front 
of the lens. 
C., The iris diaphragm-is: a vari-
able stop. It-is made up of 
curved leaves of s~eet ~etal 
overlapping each 6'ther like 
the-leaves of'. a fan~ 
3. What a stop does; .. .- . 
A.· Makes the picture s:q.arper 
B. Equalizesi',i+luminat:Lon. 
c •. Depth of field 
D. Contro~s the exposure 
4., How stops iare ma*ed; . , 
·Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
l. A large model· of 
2. 
• 
a camera·· to show 
setting off stops. 
Set f stop and let 
each student see 
tbe,amount of 
light that ,enters 
the camera. 
Types of cameras 
with different f 
stops •. 
• Box camera that 
has a'fixe~ f 
stop. 
A. F means factor.or frac-t,ion 
B. F also Jnieans. tspeed of lens . .. . 
C. The riumb'3~ -~ftE:lr r:the lett~r in- · 
dicates t:.Qe relation between, 
aper,ture of the stop and the . 
focal length mf th7 lens. 
5. System•• of lens marking; 
A., Each numerical-stop lets_< 
through twic.e~~as- much light· 
as the next stop higher. · 
B. The higher the number the smal-
ler the hole. 
c. The chief sizes of stops are 
used internationally: -
r 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4,. _ 5.6, B, 11, 
16, 22, 32, 45, b4~ __ 
6. What "lens speed'1 means; the term 
speed of a lens refers to the lar-
gest opening or stop at which it 
can be used. 
III. Application: Experiment with camera to learn how to 
set f stops. 
!Ve Test or Check-up: 
1. What is an f stop? 
2. Name three types _of f stops? 
3. How are stops marked? 
4. What is lens speed? 
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Tools and Materials: Box camera and a camera with an adjus-
table diaphragm. 
Reference: ID& Photographer•·s Handbook, Aaron Sussman. 
Assignment: Read chapter five in The Phc,togr·apher•s Handbook 
on the use of the shutter. 
Job or Subject: 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
The shutter 
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Objectives: To teach students how to use shutter. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Why use a shutter? Does 
it improve the picture? 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. The shutter is nothing more than a 1. 
mechanical light.chopper. 
2. It lets the light reach the emul-
sion on the film for a control- 2. 
led length of time. 
3. Three types of modern shutters: 
A. fhe rotary shutter-a:-hinged disk 
with a curved slot pivoted in 3. 
front of the camera. 
B. The iris shutter-composed.of 
three to five blades which are 
opened and closed at the center. 
c. The focal-plane shutter~-con-
tains a light-tight curtain with 
five openings or slits, only one 
of which mo-ves across the film 
to make the exposure. 
4. Operating the shutter: 
A. Open the camera or remove the 
· back so the shutter may·be seen. 
B. Set the shutter at any speed· 
and trip'it to estimate time. 
c. Set the shutter on bulb and 
trip i te · 
D. Set the shutter on time and. 
trip it. · · 
5. Taking care of the shutter: -
A.. Never leave a shutter tensed. 
B. Be careful when setting,it 
for bulb and time. · · - I 
c. Do not attempt to clean or oil 
a shutter of any kind. 
A large mock-up 
of a camera to 
show the shutter. 
Set the shutter 
at different 
speeds to get 
estimate of time. 
Cameras with dif-
ferent types of 
shutters. 
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III. Application: Experiment with the shutter with the camera 
empty. Estimate time by using the shutter. 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
1. What is a shutter? 
2. Name three types of shutters? 
3o What is the function of the shutter? 
4. · Is it advisable to oil the shutter? 
Tools and Materials: Reflex or folding camera. 
Reference: The Photog:rapherTs Handbook, Aaron Sussman. 
Assignment: Bring simple box cameras to class. 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: The simple box camera. 
Objectives: Learn to operate the box camera. 
I. Introduction or preparation: The camera works on the 
same principle as the human eye. How does the eye work? 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
1. The eye· works much faster than the 
camera, but the same process takes 
placeo 
2. Location of shutter release; 
A. The shutter release is usually 
on top of the camera~ 
B. The shutter on the box camera 
is set at a speed of l/50th of 
a second. 
Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. A film strip may 
be used to show 
the proper way 
of using the cam-
era., 
2. A roll of exposed 
film to practice 
with. 
3. A box camera. 
F stop-the f stop is set by the 
manufacturer usually at f/11. 4. Teach the student 
how to hold the 
camera to take 
picture. 
Focus-the box camera is focused on 
everything beyond a distance of six 
feet ... 
5. Load the film in the camera with th 
use of a roll of film that is not 
any good. 
6. .Expose and wind the film. 
7. Unload the camera. 
IIIo .Application: Practice loading the camera and triping 
the shuttero Wind after each exposureo 
IVo Test or Check-up: 
1. What speed is the shutter set at? 
2. What is the f stop setting'? 
3. How is the camera focused? 
4o Is it possible to take a double exposure with a box 
camera'? 
Tools and Materials: A simple box camera. 
Reference: The Photographer'"s Handbook, Aaron Sussman .. 
Assignment: Read material on camera film in~ Photographer's 
Handbook, chapter eight. 
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Job or Subject: 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Camera film. 
Objectives: To become familiar with types of film available. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Film is the sensitive 
material that is needed to record the image on. What 
is film made from? 
Teaching Outline Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Composition of film: · 
2. 
A. Emulsion-gelatin coating with 
·silver salts. · · 
B. Base-cellu:J..ose acetate. · 
c. Anti-halation-stops halo. 
Basic exposure for a·given film as-
sumes that the outside-light is· 
1. Have both expos-
ed and unexposed 
film to show what 
happens. 
2. Have samples of 
all types of film. 
bright sun and the subject is aver- 3. Show why flexible 
film is used. 
6. 
age. 
ASA-American Standards Association 
is the speed rating of film. The 
higher the number the faster the 
film. 
Factors .· affecting exposure: 
A. The shutter 
B. The color of the light 
c. The temperature 
D. Focal length 
E. Developer· 
F. Subject contrast 
G. Kind of subject · · 
Ho Kind of film used 
' . 
The grain in the film is determined 
by the speed of the film. 
Forms of film: 
Ao Roll 
B. Cartridge (35l1llI10 
c. Pack 
D. Cut or sheet 
E. Bulk 
7. Film types: 
A. Panatomic x, 
B. Isopan, 
C. Supreme, · 
D. Superior, 
E. Flux x, 
F. Verichrome 
pan, 
G. Tri-X, 
ASA rating-25/2.0 
ASA rating-50/32 
ASA rating-50/32 
ASA rating-50/32 
ASA rating-80/64 
ASA rating-80/64 
ASA rating-200/160 
8. Choose one film and stay with it un.;.· 
til you have learned what :1 t will do. 
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III. Application: Let the student examine the film to see 
what each part is like. 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
1. What is the composition of film? 
2. What does ASA mean".? 
3. Na.me five forms of film. 
4. How is the exposure controlled? 
· Tools and Materials: Different forms of' film. 
Reference: ~ Photographer's Handbook, Aaron Sussman. 
Assignment: Read chapter twelve, in The Photographer's Hand-
book on filters. 
-
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: _F_i_l __ t __ e__ r __ s ________________ _ 
Objectives: To learn about filters and how to use themo 
Ie Introduction or preparation: Does a filter help the 
picture? When is the filter used? 
IIo Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
lo A filter sifts light rays by 
serving as a screen. 
Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
lo Pieces of colored 
glass. 
2o Complementa~y-the color of the 2o Piece of cello-
phane., light absorbed.by any object is 
complementary to the color re-
flected or transmitted qy it. 3. 
. ! . . i. I 
3 o ©olors that ar,e complementary to 4. 
each other: - . · · 
A., Red is complementary to green-
blue 
Bo Orange· is complementary to 
blue-indigo , 
C., Yellow is _complementary to 
i_ndigo-violet 
D., Gr$en is complementary to 
violet-9ran~e 
E., Blue is,complementary to 
yellow-red · 
l+o There are four types 'of filters: 
A., Sheets of plain gelatin film. 
Bo Sheets of film cemented between 
glass flats. 
Co Dyed-in-the-mass glass., 
De Transparent plastics. 
5. Using a filter: 
Ao' Do not use.a yellow filter un-
. der artificial light because 
the yellow light is its own 
filter., 
Bo A filter. will not darken a sky 
that is misty or overcast., 
Ce Overexposure will cancel out 
the effect of the filter.-
Filter mountso 
Pictures made with 
filters., 
D. White light is m_ade up of three 
colors; red, green, and blue. 
A filter of either color will 
absorb the light of the other 
two.. · · 
E .. Flat lighting needs a strong 
filter like red or orange. 
6 .. Filter mounts: 
Ae Screw in-screws into the 
camera. 
Bo Bayonet-slides into the 
camerao 
The filter mount enables the 
filter to attach firmly to the 
lens and to lie parallel to 
the image or· lens plane. 
III., Application: Use a filter to take pictures under dif-
ferent lighting conditions. Compare with pictures that 
did not use a· filter. 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
1 .. What does a filter do? 
2o What color is complementary to red? 
3. Name four types O·f filters. 
4. Name two filter mounts used. 
Tools and M~terials: A camera and a variety of colored filters. 
Reference; ~ Photographer I s Handbook, Aaron Sussman. 
Assignmenti Read chapte_r fourteen i~ lh§. Photographer's Hand-
', 
~ on de"iteloping of film. 
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Job or Subject: 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Developing 
Objectives: To learn the proper pr,oeess in developing film. 
I. Introduction or preparation: ·How is the image brought 
out on the film. 
II. Presentation: 
T~aching Outline 
Steps used in developing r11m.-
1. Load the film on the developing 
spool. , 
2.· Place film in tank and fill with 
water to wet the1 film~· ·· · · 
3~ Pour wi:tter out after two·minutes. 
l+~ Make sure the developer. 1s at· a 
temperature or.680 then pour into 
tank, · ' · · 
5o Agitate the tank gently at.' inter-
vals of. 30 seconds. · ·· · ·- -· 
6. At the end of de'Velopment time 
pour out the developer,. - · 
7. Pbur .in the short stop' and agitate 
thoroughly to stop action of the 
developer~ . 
80 At the end of tiiree minutes pour 
out_ the short stop; - - .: · --
9. Pour in the hypo solution to fix 
the' image on the film;.··· ·· ·· ·· - ·· -
10. :At the end o.f i-th,e ·required t1m, 
pdur out the hypo~· - - · -ri, ····- ·:: 
11. .Remove the cover of t~e table" and·-
r1·11 1 t with ·wate:r and: ·w~sh 'it by 
placing the ·spoe>1i ~der a· s·tream 
Qif watter for fi~teen t~ twen~y 
m nu es. . 
12 o Remove 'the film and dip it in· a so-
lution. of photoflo for about·30· see~ 
onds to keep rilm from scratching o. · 
13. Hang. film up to dry with a film clip 
·on each end o 
Teaehing Techni.ques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Developing spools. 
2, . Developing tanks • 
3. 
;. 
6. 
Thermometer to 
check developer. 
Graduated beakers. 
A timing device. 
.:,· 
,. 1:·' . ·. 
Rolls of film that 
are no good • 
7., .. · &ive practice in 
:rolling of f'i~ 
onto the develop-
ing spoolo ' 
A good negative will have .a consider-
able amo"tJ,nt of· detail,-, ,even 'in its very 
darkest and lightest pbrt~,phs, ti.nl~ss 
those portions represent·pa.rts of the 
picture which were entirely lacking in 
·detail .. 
A good negative shouldbe transpar-
ent enough, even in its very blackest 
areas, so.a newspaper can be read through 
ito A negative has the light and dark 
areas reversed .. 
III.. Ap'plication: Practice rolling film on the developing 
spool. This may be done in the light with film that 
is no good e 
IV. Test or Check-up: 
1. What is the temperature of the developer? 
2. What ;ts the short stop bath? 
3o What is a negative? 
Y.e Why agi ta·te the developing tank? 
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Tools and Materials: Developing spools, developing tanks, and 
film that has been exposed. 
Reference: The Photographer's Handbook, Aaron Sussman, and 
•' ... f>! 
Developing Printing apd Enlarging, by Eastman Kodak 
Co:pipany .. 
Assignment: Chapter fifteen in The Photographer's Handbook on 
printing and enlarging. 
Job or Subject:: 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
P:rinti:ngand Enlarging 
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Objectives: .To familiarize students with the processing of 
the film. 
Io Introduction or preparation: How is a positive made 
from a negative? 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
1. Th~re are two types of printing: 
A. Contabt printing-the positive 
is the same size·as the nega-
tive. 1 _ 
Bo Enlarging-the positive tnay be 
larger or smaller than the 
negative. 
Teaching Tech:niques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Different types 
of .pictures which 
will demonstrate 
contact and enlarg-
ing. 
2. Printing frame. 
2. Using a ppinting f:raJne fo:r contacts. 3. Enlarger. 
Useboth·types of 
printing to demon-
strate., 
A. Put the negative ih the p:rint1:.. 
ing frame and the paper in con."'." 4. 
ttjl.ct with it and expose it to light. j . . I 
B., Length of exposure is d~teirmin-
ed by kind of paper. the:dep.sity 
of the negative~ intin:sity of 
the light and distance .'.the frame 
is held from the light~ 
3o Use contact printing to get sharp-
ness of detail in the picture. 
4. Enlarging or projection printing. 
A .. Print may be made larger of 
smaller~ · .. 
Bo Pioj~ction printing i~ not as 
sharp in detail as contact 
prints .. 
5. Quali~ications ofa good enlarger. 
A .. Focusing adjustments that are 
pr:ecise and easy to use. · 
B., A tall rigid supp1ort for big 
printse· 1 ' · 
C., Af simp1le method for changing 
:).enses .. 
i 
' 
D. A negative carrier. 
Eo Heat"control_that does not leak 
light .. 
F. Balance or controrfor raising 
and .lowering the enlarger. 
G., A heavy baseboard. 
Ho Well-insulated electrical units. 
le Filters that may be used while 
composing the picture. 
6. After the negative has been exposed 
to the sensitive material bh the 
printing paper, the paper is developed. 
7o Develop required time and use stop bath. 
80 Put in hypo to harden the image. 
9o Wash prints thoroughly in clean water. 
10 .. Dry prints by using natural or forced 
drying units .. 
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III. Application: Process a negative to make a positive both 
IV., 
through contact printing and enlargingo 
Test or Check-up: 
1 .. Wp.at are two types of printing? 
2o What is the advantage in enlarging printing'? 
3 .. Which process produces the sharpest detail in the print? 
4o How is the length of exposure determineci'? 
Tools and Materials: A printing frame and an.enlarger to demon-
strate the qualities of each. Different' 
types of paper to show contrast in detail .. 
Reference: The Photographer'·s Handbook, Aaron Sussman 
Assignment: What causes negative and positive defects? .Read 
chapter eithteen in The Photographer's Handbooko 
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or"Subject: Defects in negatives 
Objective: To learn what causes defects and what to do about 
them. 
I. Introducti.on or Preparation: Is the ;negative·,suitable 
for us~ng to print pictures? 
IIo Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
lo ,Negative is thin and lacks d.eta:i,l; 
-A. Underexposure . . . 
J3. Use a larger· lep.s .. ope:g.ing in 
the future or slower sp.utter 
speed. 
2. Negative is dense; 
A. OVer~xposure-
B 1 · Use small lens o:pe:i:;i=4ngs and 
faster shutter speeds. 
4. 
. . I . . . . .· i 
Negativ:e shows q.etail but is thin; 
A. Underde1elopment 
B. Use.ic·orr.ect temperatuli'e for de-
v~lo_per. and cor_rect pro.cedure • 
. , I I -· : : 
Negative ,is den:se .aind blockedfl""up 
in the hi·ghlights; ' 
A1e· OVerdevelopmen~ 
B. Decrease develop~ent time 
5. :Neg~tive i~ 1flat;. . 
A. Improper developdr 1 or too warm 
B. Use proper developer 
6" Nega_ti ves are milky; 
A •. Improper fixation 
B. Replace negative in fiixer 
7. :Negatives show faint red or blue 
:color; ' : 
A. Anti-halo coloring is removed 
B. Place negativ~s-in solution of' 
· . 5 per cent sodi~ sulfite fo;r 
,:five minutes then wash and dry. 
\ 
T~aching Technique·s., 
A.ids and Devices 
+• Film that is thin. . ... 
2. Fi 1m -.that is dense. 
3. Film that is 
streaked. : 
4. Any film that is 
not satisfactory. 
5. Show the film and 
give rea$ons for 
its defect •. 
Bo Negative shows stains or streaks; 
Ao Insufficient agitation and the 
fi,lm was not rinsed properly. 
Bo In future agitate film while 
using the developer and be sure 
to use short stop bath. 
9o Negative has small round spots that 
are clear and show less density than 
the rest of the negative. 
A. Bubbles of air have clung to 
film while developing. 
Bo Wet film thoroughly before the 
developer is put in. 
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III. Application: Take film with defects and try to improve 
its contrast through the corresponding causeo 
IVo Test or Check-up: 
lo What causes a negative to be thin? 
2o What can be done about it? 
3o What causes a negative to be dense'? 
4o What is done when anti-halo is gone'? 
,: 
Tools and Materials: Defective film and proper chemicals to 
improve it if possible. 
Reference: Developihg and Printing, Ansco 
. 
Assignment: Defects in positives and what causes them., Read 
chapter eighteen in T'he Photographer's Handbookc 
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Defects in ~r1nts 
Objectives: To learn what causes defects 1,n prints and how 
to correct these causes. 
Io Introduction or preparation: Is a defective print caused 
by the enlarger, the chemicals, or you? 
Ir. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
1. Print is too dark; 
A. Overexposure . 
Bo ~ake -a new print w1 th. less ex-
.. 
;posure. 
2., Print: is too light; 
·A. Underexposure 
6~ 
B., Make a new print with more 1ex-
posure. r r· 
·· I:· ' · .. I .; . . . 
Print is filat an& lacks brilla~ce; 
,A e Remov.ed from I the d_eveloper ·tpo 
soon.i' . . . . . . 
. B. Use correct d;evelopmi:mt time. 
Print is contrasty with shadows and 
highlights lacking in detail; . 
4 o Incorre.'ct· contrast grad of paiper 
B. Use softer grade of paper, and 
longer exposure 
.. 
Yellow or brown stains; · 
A. ·Insufficient agitation in fixing 
· bath, or incomplete washing. 
B. Agitate P,:ttint·s. when in fixing 
bath and ~ash thbroughly.,, 
. 1·. I · 
White Sp!'tS; . . 
A. Air bubbles. on print or dirt 6n 
nega~ive and ipaper. 
B. Keep.i negative and paper clean .. 
I 
Black spots; 
A. Dirt in solutions or undissolved 
chemicals. 
Bo Use pr'oper chemicals and keep 
the containers clean. 
Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Show pr:tn:ts that 
have defects. 
2., . Have some worn 
out.chemicals to 
show. . 
3~ Show paper that 
· is fogged·. 
80 Prints are gray and the borders are 
not clean and white; 
Ao Paper has been exposed to the 
light, improper developer or 
development too,long. 
B. Keep paper ir+ package and use 
c·orrect developing time. 
9. Blistering of.the print; 
Ao Wash water too warm or prolong-
ed soaking in wash water. 
B. Use water with proper temperature 
and proper washing time. 
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III. Application: By using defective prints .try to correct 
' ,/ I 
mistake by making new ones. 
IVe Test or 0heck~up: 
1. What is wrong when print is too dark'? 
211 What causes print to be .too light'? 
3e What causes white spots on prints? 
4. What causes prints to hai1e .black spots? 
Tools and Materials: An enlarger and .clean chemicals to im-
prove a defective print. 
Reference: Developing and Printing, Ansco 
Assignment: Review previous assignments. 
The application of photography must begin with the ability 
of the individual to recognize· a subject that will make a good 
pic-tureo Taking the picture is just a small part in the appli-
cation of photography. There are some very important things to 
remember in improving the p±eture. 
Improving The Picture. One ofJthe best ways of improving 
pictures is ·to look over others that have been taken. When 
looking at each picture try to visualize where the photographer 
. ' 
stood~ where the light came from, how the ·picture would-have 
changed if either the camera position or light angle had ·been 
alteredo By being conscious of these changes, a definite im-
provement will take place. 
Almost anything which draws a persons attention has the 
makings of a picture. It may be the representation of a per-
son, a place, or an object. Whether it is a good picture or 
a bad one depends on how it is taken~ No picture should have 
more than one subject. With several ob·~ects in a picture it 
may become hard to distinguish the subject from the distrac-
tions. 
This chapter was written primarily, to be used by the 
instructor as an aid or outline, in teaching photography. 
The guide sheets may be used exclusive of the rest of the, 
I .... 
study. ~e fo~lowing :chapter i's composed of the conclusi,on. 
and recommendations for further study in the field of photo-
graphy. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND REGOMMENQATIONS 
~ 
The' industrial ar·ts program has progressed a great deal 
since it was first introduced into the public school systems,, 
It was first known as manual training, because of the absence 
of machines; the training was very much physical .. As new 
types of industry developed there 9ame about a new term that 
of '0industrial arts", which serves as in exploratory program, 
' 
and is the connecting link between industry and the schoolo 
The teaching of photography as an industrial arts subject 
has progresses in leaps and bounds in the last few years., 
Photography itself is fairly.new ih comparison with the use 
( 
of tools, and the age pf civilization .. ' Photography is the 
best possible means o~. communication in t:tie world; being under-
stood by all people, of all language, and all timeo 
Conclusion •. Photography isan art that is well received 
by everyone .. It is a product that may be developed to provide 
a way of earning a living, or merely 'to seI'.Ve as entertainment 
for the individual~ By stimulating a creative interest in the 
individual to obtain a more rounded education, through the 
teaching of photography-, the student ,may carry this resource-
ful way of learning into other fields of educi,,tion .. Installing 
confidence in the individual is very helpful in training him 
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' .. '.: 
to strive for perfection-.· The development of the student 
., 
emotionally as well as physically will help to determine his 
·~ ' 
success in life. 
' 
Recommendation. There are two very important items that 
should be discussed for further stu,dy. ~e use of color·. photo-
graphy, and the darkroom. Color photogr~,PhY is very popular 
today therefore a study should be made of it to aid in the 
' 
taking of the picture .• ,. As of now there are no facilities in 
the average sch9ol to process color film. 
A study of the dark-room should be made regarding ,the size, 
the lo?ation, and the equipment to ·be used in it. llie space 
available is one of the most important factors to consider 
when setting up a darkroom. The amount and quality of equip-
ment is -also very important in the suecess of the darkroom. 
Recommended Magazines. There are many photogra_phy maga-
zines that may be bought today. The main function of these 
publications are to present before the people new equipment 
and their proper use. Some of these magazines are; Popular 
Photography, Ziff Davis Publishing Co,, 1959, Modern Photo-
grap~y, Photography Publishing Co., 195'.9, J!• i• Camera,~ U. S. 
Camera Publishing Corp., 1959, Camera .3.2, u. s. Camera Pub-
li.shing Corp .. , 1959. These magazines are published period-
ically and are recommended to improve picture taking. 
In The Photographer's Handbook, Aaron Sussman lists sev-
eral magazi~es that are publishe~ _in other countries, other 
than the United_ States, which are popular w1 th photogrB;ph~rs 
throughout the world. 
---- .. 
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Recommended Textbook~" Considering the use of a text and 
the way this writer would teach the co~r.se, The Photographer I s 
., -, ·- . . 
Handbook by Aaro:n·Sussman, would be.the definite choice. The 
,. 
book ;s well organ:lzed and written for the amateur photographer_,. 
The book ,w;:i.s revised in, 1958 to keep 'in step with the new meth-
.... ~ . . . . •. 
ods of development in the field or photography. 
In the bibliography of this. study may be found:·,,a .selectfon 
. ,, ' 
of boo~s that :qave been used in compiling this report. These 
books are available ·in most <public and. school liQraries and 
may be checked out. Many of these could be used as._a te?Ct-
book, but their value is grea~er as refer1;3nce material. 
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